Procore + Sage 300 CRE Connector

Connector built by hh2 Cloud Services.

Procore is the only cloud-based project management platform to integrate data
on-demand with Sage 300 CRE.

Manage all of your projects from a single platform.
Procore integrates seamlessly with Sage 300 CRE to synchronize financial data for all of your projects.

Integration Map

Have the confidence in your project’s financial data to make decisions from the field.
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Here’s what our customers have to say:
“Liles Construction Company has been utilizing Sage 300 CRE

“Procore’s move to integrate with Sage 300 CRE

construction accounting software for over 18 years, so when

is a huge step forward for our company. Bringing

we started looking for a cloud-based, collaborative project

accounting and project management together on a

management solution, one of our top priorities was to find a

unified platform will save us tremendous amounts of

product that could transport data between the two platforms

time and money by eliminating the need for duplicate

in a practical format. Just when we were about to give up hope,

data entry. Real-time cost data automatically fed

we found Procore. Based on my interaction with the product

into Procore’s cost management tools will give

to date, I am confident that it will save countless hours of

project managers more control over project budgets,

redundant data entry, help to eliminate data information errors,

allow them to accurately forecast project costs,

and allow us to deliver more comprehensive project information

and provide them with better insight into the overall

to our field personnel in an efficient manner that we have never

financial outcome of a project at completion. This

had in the past. We are looking forward to the roll-out of this

new feature paired with other cutting-edge tools

innovative new feature and are confident that it will make a big

offered by Procore are in my opinion the way forward

difference in the way that we deliver projects to our clients.”

for technology in the construction industry.”

GEORGE LILES
President, Liles Construction

ERIC WEATHERWAX
Training & Technology Coordinator, BBL Construction Services

Benefits:
Avoid errors and dual-entry with
synchronized project cost data.

Forecast confidently from the field.

Maintain accurate and secure financial
data in Procore.

Solve communication issues between
accounting and project managers.

Access real-time financial information
from your accounting system.

Accounting retains full control of pushing
data into Sage 300 CRE.
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